Value Contracting

Want a partner who will do everything possible to help you on your next project? When you work with Laborers’ International Union of North America (LIUNA) you work with professionals dedicated to helping you deliver your project on schedule and for the best price.

Quality
We have helped public entities and Fortune 500 companies develop contract procurement methods that award points for safety, training, performance, and other quality-related issues, in addition to the bottom line bid.

LIUNA also maintains a database of signatory contractors, so that owners and contractors can easily access general or subcontractors that are willing to bid on work.

Value
LIUNA has some of the cleanest, most competitive agreements in the construction industry. More than 16 national agreements streamline the competitive bidding process. Most local and regional agreements are similarly easy to use.

Additionally, agreements can be tailored to meet the needs of specific projects or specialty markets.

Performance
LIUNA works with contractors and owners to resolve problems and meet an owner’s or contractor’s needs. Along with other stakeholders, the Laborers have developed agreements that allow for workforce and benefit portability, training resources for specialty markets, and more.

Every LIUNA affiliate from the Local Union to the International headquarters, will work with you to get the job done.

That’s the LIUNA advantage.

Affiliated LIUNA Offices
LIUNA, Pacific Southwest Region (AZ, CA, HI, NM, Western TX) - 916.604.5576
Northern CA District Council of Laborers - 925.469.6800
Southern CA District Council of Laborers (incl. AZ, NM) - 626.350.6900